Introduction
The variables EU And, V778 Cyg and BM Gem were among the first carbon stars found to have the oxygen-rich dust in their circumstellar shells (Little-Marenin, 1986; Willems and de Jong, 1986 ). These objects still belong to the revised list of seven carbon stars with silicate dust shells (Lloyd Evans, 1990) .
These three stars are the only named variable stars among the seven objects. In the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, Edition IV (Kholopov et al., 1985 (Kholopov et al., -1990 they are classified as semi-regular (EU And, SR; BM Gem, SRb) or irregular (V778 Cyg, Lb). Willems and de Jong (1986) suggested, that the carbon stars with silicate dust shells ought to be semiregular or irregular pulsators.
Observations
The three stars were monitored with the Baldone Schmidt telescope of the Radioastrophysical Observatory to study their light variations in a similar way as it was previously done for a number of carbon stars in this observatory ( see e.g. Alksnis and Alksne, 1988) . EU And. B-and ^-magnitudes for comparison stars Nos. 1-13 (Table 1) are based on photoelectric observations made by 0. Paupers and one of the authors (D.Z.) with the 1-meter telescope of the Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy (Vilnius, Lithuania) situated on the Maidanak Mountain in Uzbekistan. i?(0.63)-magnitudes are derived from B-and ^'-magnitudes by the relation R = V -0.44(Β -V) -0.266 (Alksne et al., 1991) . For comparison stars Nos. 14-23 B-magnitudes have been obtained by photographic transfer of the sequence from a field of the open cluster NGC 7686 (Hoag et al., 1961) Kizla (1991) . Up to the time J.D.2448100 light variations are small, although, there seems to be some slight slow brightening of the star in V, and possible declining in B. A faster brightening (about 0.5 mag in Β in 50 days) in all three colours take place after the time mentioned and is followed by a smaller declining at least in Β and i?(0.63). The frequency of our observations is too low to judge more definitely on the characteristics of variations of this star, but EU And seems to be irregular variable star with a small amplitude. V778 Cyg. This star occured to be on photographs of the field with the center I = 94°, b = +10.5° taken systematically with the Baldone Schmidt telescope from 1975 to 1987. Therefore, observations of V778 Cyg cover much longer time interval than those of two other stars. 5-magnitudes of comparison stars (Table 1, Fig. 3 ) are based on the photoelectric sequence of comparison stars near NGC 6964 (Buta, 1982) . For determination of ^-magnitudes the sequence in the field of NGC 6939 (Chincarini, 1963) was added, and for #(0.63)-magnitudes also B-and V-photoelectric magnitudes of the stars HD 198654 and HD 195066B (Blanco et al., 1968) were used. Alksne, 1988); both in V and iü(0.63) the amplitude is much smaller 0.3 mag). The secondary variations are of nearly the same amplitude (Fig. 7) . Unusual seems to be a relatively small amplitude in V, which is even a little smaller than in i?(0.63). This conclusion, however, might be influenced by a large difference in the number of observations in V and R.
Waves in the secondary variations of the 72(0.63)-and Bmagnitudes with a cycle length approximately 3Ρ are observed at least in the first part of the time interval of our observations, when the frequency of observations was higher than afterwards.
According to our observations the carbon star V778 Cyg ought to be considered as a semiregular variable star.
BM Gem. i?(0.63)-, V-and 5-magnitudes of comparison stars for BM Gem (Fig. 8 ) listed in Table 1 are based on B-and V-magnitudes of the stars HD 56224, HD 56513 and HD 55458 (Blanco et al., 1968) and of stars in the field P365 of the HST guide star photometric catalogue (Lasker et al., 1988) . The three mentioned HD stars were also used as comparison stars for i?(0.63)-photometry, their magnitudes being calculated as in the case of EU And.
A long term (very slow) variation is clearly seen in all three light curves of BM Gem (Fig. 9) , the minimum light being around J.D.2447600-7700. Besides, faster changes, mainly in B, are present at some intervals (J.D.2447450-750, 2448180-8300) . One photoelectric observation by Kizla (1991) shown as a cross at the beginning of the V-and curves indicates either a systematic difference between his photoelectric and our photographic magnitudes or the presence of another faster variation just before our series of observations.
Results
The mean values of i2(0.63)-, V-and B-magnitudes for the three carbon stars are given in Table 3 together with the number of observations η and the standard deviation s. The mean colour indices Β -V and V -i?,(0.63) in Table 4 fourth northern star NC83 we have got some observations. From six measured plates it follows, that (i?(0.63)) = 10.40 mag and s = 0.06 mag, suggesting negligible variations. From the only measured J9-plate we derived Β = 14.69 mag; thus colour index Β -R(0.63) = 4.29 is similar to that for BM Gem.
As for the three southern stars, Le Bertre et al. (1990) from a small number of observations detected a weak variability (about 0.1 mag in J-band) for CCS 1003 and FJF 270, and no variability for MC79-11. However it is difficult to compare these results with those of this paper; it seems that from the seven stars, V778 Cyg has the largest amplitude of variations and is the only semi-regular variable. Others are either irregular variables as suggested by Willems and de Jong (1986) or nonvariables.
